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Abstract

What level of indebtedness jeopardizes economic stability? We show that the
ratio of financial obligations (interest payments and amortizations) to income is
crucial for capturing debt sustainability. Estimating a regime-switching model
on aggregate US data, we find that credit losses become highly sensitive to ad-
verse shocks when household or business sector financial obligations ratios exceed
threshold values of 10%. This occurs 1-2 years prior to each economic downturn
in our sample, 1985Q1-2010Q2, indicating that excessive debt has a significant
effect on the business cycle. Our results have implications for macroprudential
policy and the design of countercyclical capital buffers for banks.
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1 Introduction
Booms which are fueled by an accumulation of excessive private or public debt have
a tendency to end badly, sometimes even disastrously so, as recently documented by
Reinhart and Rogoff (2009). In this paper, we study US private sector debt sustain-
ability in a regime switching model for aggregate commercial bank credit loss rates.
We are able to estimate maximum sustainable debt burden (MSDB) thresholds for the
household and business sector, and find that they were exceeded in at least one of the
two sectors 1-2 years prior to each economic downturn in our sample, 1985Q1-2010Q2.
While excessive debt accumulations occurred in both sectors prior to the severe reces-
sion in the early 1990’s and the recent financial crisis, they were considerably larger in
the latter case, particularly in the household sector. These patterns suggest that exces-
sive debt accumulations in the household and business sectors likely play a significant
role in shaping business cycle movements.

Recent theories of financial frictions suggest that aggregate debt can sometimes
reach unsustainable levels. For instance, Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) show that in-
creases in the price of durable assets raise the value of collaterals available to asset
holders, thereby increasing their borrowing opportunities, which again tend to rein-
force asset prices. Lorenzoni (2008) and Miller and Stiglitz (2010) discuss how such
self-enforcing processes can lead to asset price bubbles and excessive leverage under
the assumptions that agents have dispersed beliefs or limited commitment in finan-
cial contracts. Because banks can have incentives to reduce their lending standards
during upturns, the problem may be further exacerbated (Ruckes (2004), Dell’Ariccia
and Marquez (2006), and Demyanyk and Van Hemert (2009)). When aggregate debt
reaches unsustainable levels, debt holders become highly vulnerable to any negative
shock which reduces their net worth, as it constrains their refinancing ability. In such
situations, they may attempt to sell off assets and reduce spending to meet their debt
obligations. If they do not internalize a pecuniary externality associated with such
sales, another self-enforcing spiral between falling asset prices and net worth can be
triggered off. This can potentially lead to a recession or even a systemic financial crisis
(e.g., Gai et al. (2008)).

Close association between high aggregate leverage and subsequent credit and output
losses has been empirically established, for instance, by King (1994) and recently by
Mian and Sufi (2010a). The former documents this type of relationship across countries
in connection with the 1990’s recession, whereas the latter obtains similar results by
exploiting US cross-county variation from the recent financial crisis.1 These results are
important as they suggest that excessive accumulations of aggregate debt may be a
key factor behind deep recessions. However, because the aforementioned studies focus
on individual episodes of financial distress, they do not offer clear guidelines on how
to determine when aggregate debt becomes excessive. For example, aggregate leverage

1See Mian and Sufi (2010b) for details. Also, Mian and Sufi (2009) find that ZIP codes with a
relatively high concentration of subprime borrowers prior to the financial crisis experienced larger
increases in mortgage defaults.
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has been upward trending from the mid-eighties up to the burst of the most recent
bubble. This would imply that the threshold values where it becomes unsustainable
must have differed prior to the banking crisis in the early 1990’s compared to, say,
the most recent one. To address this problem, Borio and Lowe (2002) and Borio and
Drehmann (2009) construct leading indicators of financial distress based on leverage and
asset price "gaps", and find that these perform reasonably well. Even so, these "gaps"
are constructed using the Hodrick-Prescott filter rather than motivated by economic
rationale and, hence, run the risk of confusing sustainable developments in the variables,
for instance due to declining interest rates (see e.g., Caballero et al. (2008)), with
excessive buildups. Indeed, Stein (2006) shows that the optimal (sustainable) allocation
of aggregate debt in a dynamic stochastic environment should vary with changes in the
terms of credit, i.e., the interest rate and the maturity of debt. A debt measure that
explicitly incorporates changes in the terms of credit is given by the financial obligations
ratio, constructed by the Federal Reserve, which is useful as an indicator of the strength
of aggregate liquidity constraints, as discussed by Hall (2011).

We study debt sustainability by modeling aggregate US credit loss dynamics over
the period 1985Q1-2010Q2. To capture the notion that credit losses become more
vulnerable to adverse shocks when the level of debt is excessive, we estimate a nonlinear
regime switching model, where the transitions between regimes can depend on aggregate
leverage or the financial obligations ratio. We find that only the latter can adequately
account for switches to the unsustainable debt regime.

To gain insight into potentially important differences in the credit loss dynamics
between different categories of debt holders, we distinguish between aggregate debt in
the household and business sectors (see e.g., Iacoviello (2005)). Due to the prevalent
use of real estate as collateral, we further analyze real estate debt separately from total
debt. For the household sector we find that the financial obligations ratio, specifically
associated with real estate debt, exceeds its estimated MSDB threshold of 10.1% at
two intervals over the sample period. The first interval is 1989Q2-1992Q1, i.e. MSDB
is exceeded roughly one year prior to the recession in the early 1990’s and returns to
the sustainable region at the bottom of the recession. The second starts in 2005Q1,
more than two years before the recent crisis, and continues to the end of the sample
in 2010Q2, by which time the financial obligations ratio has not yet returned to the
sustainable region. Both of these episodes are associated with massive credit losses and
an unusually large number of bank failures, but differ with respect to the severity and
length of the ensuing recession. This difference appears to be related to size with which
the financial obligations ratio exceeded the MSDB estimate on each occasion.

For the business sector, we similarly find that major credit losses ensue when the
associated financial obligations ratio crosses its MSDB estimate of 10.4% into the un-
sustainable region. This happens 1-2 years prior to each of the three US recessions in
the sample but, as exemplified by the recession in the early 2000’s, does not necessar-
ily lead to large-scale bank failures. While the credit losses associated with excessive
business loans seem less detrimental to financial stability than those associated with
households’ real estate loans, they may, nevertheless, exert a significant effect on the
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business cycle.
The observation that the financial obligations ratio in excess of its MSDB level pre-

cede economic downturns is likely to have important implications for how to design
countercyclical capital standards for banks (Drehmann et al. (2010) and Repullo et al.
(2010)) and to implement more general macro prudential policies (e.g., Borio (2009)).
For instance, the current practice of determining bank capital requirements, set fourth
in the New Basel Capital Accord (Basel II), has been much criticized for its inherent
tendency to amplify business cycle fluctuations by constraining bank lending in reces-
sions (see e.g., Gordy and Howells (2006)). To obtain adequate assessments of banks’
exposure toward aggregate credit risk sufficiently well in advance seems to be the major
difficulty in this context. Our analysis suggests that credit risk assessment based on fi-
nancial obligations ratios is likely to achieve more countercyclical capital standards and,
therefore, could be an integral part of such a system. Similarly, the financial obligations
ratios, in particular those related real estate debt, may be useful for macro prudential
policy as early warning indicators of such long-term debt accumulations which may
eventually threaten financial stability.

Our results also impinge on the conduct of monetary policy. For instance, our
analysis suggests that an interest rate increase, intended to curb inflationary pressure,
is likely to be detrimental to financial stability in periods when aggregate debt is close
to or above the sustainable level. This is because an interest rate increase directly
raises the financial obligations of borrowers, which in turn makes credit losses both
more likely and more severe. In such a situation monetary authorities should refrain
from increasing the interest rate and, instead, choose policy measures directly aimed at
reducing excessive debt, for example increasing mandatory collateral requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the data, whereas
Section 3 discusses methodology and statistical models. The results are presented in
Section 4 and Section 5 concludes.

2 Data
This section introduces the data. Because our approach builds on the idea that credit
losses become more sensitive to the business cycle when the aggregate debt burden
is excessive, we have collected quarterly US time-series observations on these three
components for the period 1985Q1-2010Q2. We first introduce credit loss rates and
indicators of the business cycle, and discuss their temporal association graphically.
Then, in Section 2.2, we present two different measures of the aggregate debt burden
and relate their dynamics to that of the credit loss rates. Detailed descriptions of the
variables and their sources are provided in Appendix A.
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2.1 Credit losses and business cycle indicators

As a measure of credit losses we use the net charge-off rate on loans held by all insured
commercial US banks. We distinguish between losses on total loans (T), real estate
loans (R), and business loans (B), denoted clTt , clRt , and clBt , respectively. The loss rate
on total loans, depicted in panel (a) of Figure 1, show peaks at the low point of each of
the three US recessions in the sample (as indicated by a standard output gap measure,
ỹt, depicted in panel e of the figure), with the most recent one being almost twice as
severe as the previous ones. This pattern, however, is not preserved over different loan
categories. For example, the loss rate on real estate loans (panel b) peaks only twice
over the sample, first during the recession in the early 1990’s and next during the recent
financial crisis. As can be seen from panel (d) of the figure, both of these occasions are
associated with large-scale bank failures. In contrast, the loss rate on business loans
(panel c) displays peaks of roughly equal magnitude at each of the three recessions. In
this sense, it resembles the term-spread, ĩSt , depicted in panel (g), more closely than the
output gap. We also note that losses on business loans seem less strongly connected to
bank failures, as exemplified by the early 2000’s recession.

This ocular evidence suggests that there may be significant interactions between
credit losses across different loan categories and the business cycle, potentially rein-
forcing each other. For instance, deep recessions and financial instability appear to be
more closely associated with losses on real estate loans than losses on business loans,
whereas the latter seems more related to ordinary business cycle fluctuations. The
question is whether a suitable measure of the aggregate debt burden, either leverage or
the financial obligations ratio in this paper, can predict when such interactions become
pivotal.2

2.2 Leverage vs. financial obligations

Panels (a)-(d) in Figure 2 depict the household (H) and business (B) sector debt to
income ratios, distinguishing between total (T) and real estate (R) debt, respectively.
We use these loss ratios as a measure of leverage and denote them by lijt , where i = H, B
and j = T, R. By comparing panels (a) and (b), as well as panels (c) and (d), it appears
that real estate loans comprise more than two thirds of total loans in the household
sector, but less than 10% of total loans in the business sector. This points to potentially
important disparities between the processes which generate excessive debt in the two
sectors. For example, household sector debt is likely to have become excessive only in
connection with the 1990’s recession and the recent crisis, in line with the findings in
King (1994) and Mian and Sufi (2010b). The loss pattern on business loans, on the
other hand, suggests that debt in this sector may have been excessive prior to all three
recessions in the sample.

2In the empirical analysis of Section 4, we also control for a number of other variables including
an indicator of the monetary policy stance, ĩTt , real house prices, pR

t , the real exchange rate, qt, the
unemployment rate, ut, and the inflation rate, πt. See Appendix A for definitions.
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Figure 1: Credit loss rates and various indicators of financial, monetary, and real conditions in the
United Sates. The real (ex-post) interest rates are constructed using the 4-quarter moving average
inflation rate to facilitate the exposition.
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Figure 2: Indicators of leverage and financial obligations in the household and business sectors.
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One potential problem with using the leverage variables for determining debt sus-
tainability is their clear upward trends over the sample. This either implies that debt
in the two sectors did not reach excessive levels until just before the recent crisis or,
alternatively, that the associated critical threshold must have been time-varying. The
evidence in King (1994), for example, would argue against the former case, whereas
estimation is problematic in the latter.

The likely reasons for alterations in the MSDB level are changes in the terms of
credit, as discussed in the introduction. For instance, both the federal funds rate and
the long-term interest rate have been declining over the entire sample, as is evident from
panels (f) and (h) in Figure 1. Since the financial obligations ratio broadly consists of
interest payments and amortizations, it explicitly accounts for such changes and can,
hence, be used to address this issue. As the Federal Reserve only reports this measure for
the household sector, we construct a corresponding measure for the business sector by
using the federal funds rates as the relevant interest rate, a fixed maturity of 3 years,3
and a linear amortization schedule. Panels (e)-(h) in Figure 2 depict the financial
obligations ratios, denoted by f ij

t , where i corresponds to the two sectors and j to the
two debt categories. These ratios show less persistent growth and a stronger tendency
to revert back to some benchmark value, compared to the leverage variables.

The differences in the dynamic behavior between the leverage variables and the
financial obligations ratios indicate that much of the upward trend in the former is due
to changes in the terms of credit. Hence, the financial obligations ratio is more likely
to generate sensible estimates of the maximum sustainable debt burden than leverage.

3 Methodology
In this section, we present our empirical strategy for detecting episodes of excessive
debt and for estimating the corresponding MSDB threshold. Our working hypothesis
is that borrowers who are at the limits of their credit constraints are likely to reduce
their spending, or sell off their assets, in the wake of a negative shock. In the aggregate,
such actions can feedback into the business cycle and, hence, generate non-linear jump-
dynamics in the credit loss rates. To capture this type of interaction we introduce a
regime-switching model, where the transition between regimes is allowed to depend on
various indicators of the aggregate debt burden. Because such regime switches can, in
general, produce persistent dynamics which are difficult to statistically distinguish from
unit-root dynamics, we begin by discussing a procedure for overcoming this difficulty.

3This value lies between the average maturities on firms’ bank loans reported in Stohs and Mauer
(1996) and Berger et al. (2005). We checked robustness of the results below by assuming 2 and 4 year
maturities. The results did not change significantly and are available upon request.
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Figure 3: Spectral densities of the credit loss rates.

3.1 Regime shifts, persistence and the econometric approach

A particularly striking feature of the credit loss rates in Figure 1 are their huge rates of
change during economic downturns and episodes of financial distress, especially in the
recent crisis period. This suggests that the process underpinning credit loss rates may
be non-linear. The reason is that fundamentals affect both households and businesses
differently during episodes when credit and collateral constraints are binding compared
to normal periods. Christiano et al. (2004), for example, study monetary policy during
a financial crisis, which is modeled as a period when collateral constraints become
binding. Campello et al. (2010) document the effect of binding credit constraints on
firms’ investment and employment decisions. Our primary econometric objective is to
uncover the statistically relevant (transition) variable(s) which propagate regime shifts
of this type in the credit loss rates and to estimate the key parameters associated with
them.

From a statistical standpoint, regime shift dynamics can induce a degree of per-
sistence in the data that is difficult to distinguish from unit-root dynamics in short
samples (Leybourne et al. (1998) and Nelson et al. (2001)). To study this aspect,
Figure 3 reports the spectral densities of the credit loss rates. As can be seen from
the figure, all credit loss rates show significant variation at frequencies close to zero,
consistent with such an interpretation. However, this persistence may of course also
originate in some exogenous variable(s) which affects the riskiness of loans, such as the
money market interest rate level. Indeed, we find that our leverage variables, financial
obligations ratios, and interest rates (see figures 1 and 2) all display stochastic trending
or, alternatively, cycles of longer duration than the available sample.4 Hence, each of
these variables may conceivably cause similar dynamics in the credit loss rates. As
such persistence is easily confused with dynamics due to regime shifts, it is crucial to
distinguish between the two sources to get unbiased estimates of the latter.

To address this problem we initially restrict our attention to the pre-crisis sample
4Standard unit-root and stationarity tests indicate that these variables, as well as the credit loss

rates, display dynamics consistent with stochastic trends. The only exception is the financial obliga-
tions ratio on total business loans which is found to be stationary. We also note that the leverage
measures exhibit significant linear trends over the sample. These results are available upon request.
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1985Q1-2006Q4, where regime shift dynamics are less likely to have played a dominant
role in credit loss determination.5 To identify the sources of persistence associated with
fundamentals, we model each of the credit loss rates jointly with the other persistent
variables (both individually and in selected groups), using the cointegrated vector auto-
regressive (VAR) model (see below). We then test whether the latter variables are
cointegrated and weakly exogenous with respect to the former. A variable that satisfies
both of these criteria can be considered a leading indicator of the long-run movements
in the credit loss rates. We use such variables to estimate the stochastic trends, sj

t

for j = T, R, B, which generate persistence in the credit loss rates during “normal”
periods.

3.2 Statistical models

A convenient way of capturing long-run comovement between the credit loss rates and
other persistent variables during the pre-crisis period, is the cointegrated VAR model

∆yt =
k−1∑
i=1

Γi∆yt−i + Πyt−1 + Φdt + εt (1)

where yt consists of the endogenous variables (including a credit loss rate), dt is a vector
of deterministic terms, εt ∼ Np(0, Σ), and k is the lag-length.

Cointegration in (1) can be tested by the likelihood ratio (LR) test for the rank of
Π (Johansen (1996)). If the rank, r, is equal to the number of variables in the system,
p, then yt is stationary, i.e. yt ∼ I(0). If 0 < r < p, then Π = αβ′, where α and
β are two (p × r) matrices of full column rank and β′yt−1 describes the cointegration
relationships. In this case yt ∼ I(1) and cointegrated with r cointegration vectors,
β, and p − r common stochastic trends, assuming that the “no I(2) trends” condition∣∣∣α′

⊥(I −
∑k−1

i=1 Γi)β⊥

∣∣∣ ̸= 0 is met, where ⊥ denotes orthogonal complements. If r = 0,
then yt ∼ I(1) and the process is not cointegrated. A testing sequence that ensures
correct power and size starts from the null hypothesis of rank zero and then successively
increases the rank by one until the first non-rejection.

When 0 < r < p, it is possible to test the hypothesis that a variable, yi,t say,
precedes the credit loss rate in question in the long-run. The test of this hypothesis is
asymptotically χ2, and amounts to imposing zero-restrictions on a row of α correspond-
ing to yi,t. If the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, yi,t is said to be weakly exogenous
with respect to the long-run parameters of the model. An estimate of the stochastic
trend, st, associated with yi,t can, for example, be obtained from the moving average
representation of (1).

5In fact, we do not find any significant non-linearities (at the 5% significance level) in the data
for the 1985Q1-2006Q4 sample, using the linearity test in Choi and Saikkonen (2004). This does not,
however, imply that such shifts are not present in the pre-crisis sample, but rather that the resulting
dynamics are of a lesser magnitude and, hence, not likely to be confused with long-run movements in
the credit loss rates.
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Given estimates of sj
t for j = T, R, B, we can estimate the non-linear dynamics

associated high levels of aggregate debt. We model this type of dynamics using a
smooth transition regression (STR) model for the credit loss rates over the full sample.
This model takes the form

c̃l
j

t = (1 − φ(τt))(µ1 + γ ′
1xt) + φ(τt)(µ2 + γ ′

2xt) +ψ′dt + υt (2)

where c̃l
j

t = cljt − sj
t , xt is a vector of explanatory variables, τt is a transition variable,

dt is a vector of deterministic terms, and υt is assumed to be a mean zero stationary
disturbance term. In the empirical analysis (Section 4), xt is selected from the three
cyclical indicators ĩTt , ĩSt , and ỹt, whereas τt is selected from a set which includes the
leverage variables, lijt , the financial obligations ratios, f ij

t , and several control variables.
The transition function 0 ≤ φ(τt) ≤ 1 determines the relative weights between regimes
1 and 2. We assume that this function takes the form

φ(τt) =
1

1 + e−κ1(τt−κ2)

giving symmetric weights around the threshold parameter, κ2, where e is the natu-
ral exponent and φ(κ2) = 1/2.6 Both the explanatory variables and the transition
variable are allowed to exhibit stochastic trends. This is convenient as all of the lever-
age measures and most of financial obligations ratios display dynamics consistent with
unit-roots. We note that the stationarity assumption on the disturbance term implies
that c̃l

j

t and xt are either linearily or non-linearily cointegrated. Thus, verifying this
assumption ensures model consistency, as well as safeguards against spurious results,
for example due to growth correlations over time.

We apply a linearity test by Choi and Saikkonen (2004) to identify the statistically
significant transition variables. The test is based on a Taylor series approximation
of (2), which under the null hypothesis of linearity will not contain any significant
second (or higher) order polynomial terms. However, under the STR alternative, all
significant higher order terms will involve the transition variable, τt. Hence, statistically
valid transition variables can be detected by applying the test successively to each
variable from the set of potential transition variables. Such information may be helpful
in distinguishing between competing explanations for the recent crisis, such as lax
monetary policy or excessive debt.

4 Results
This section reports the main empirical findings. Section 4.1 first investigates whether
the observed persistence in the credit loss rates is due to exogenous factors or related to
(transitory) regime shifts, or both. Next, Section 4.2 compares the ability of leverage

6The signal extraction method outlined in Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999) also involves estimating
critical thresholds and is, in this particular respect, similar in spirit to our approach.
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Linear cointegration results
1985Q1-2006Q4 1985Q1-2010Q2

y′
t r = 0 r ≤ 1 αcl = 0 αiM = 0 r = 0 r ≤ 1 αcl = 0 αiM = 0

(clTt , iMt )′ 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.42 0.96 0.98 – –
(clRt , iMt )′ 0.01 0.79 0.00 0.13 0.95 0.94 – –
(clBt , iMt )′ 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.54 0.27 0.29 – –

Table 1: Linear cointegration results. Notes: The rows labeled “r = 0” and “r ≤ 1” report the
p-values of the LR tests for the rank of Π. The following two rows report the p-values from testing
weak exogeneity for each of the variables in xt. Boldface values indicate significance at the 5% level.

and the financial obligations ratio for explaining shifts in credit loss dynamics. Finally,
Section 4.3 reports the estimates associated with regime shift dynamics, and shows that
they are informative about debt sustainability.

4.1 Linearity vs. regime shifts

To identify the sources of persistent movements in the credit loss rates over the pre-
crisis sample 1985Q1-2006Q4, we estimate (1) for each of the three credit loss rates
combined with groups of variables consisting of at least one of the variables introduced
in Section 2.

The left hand side of Table 1 reports the results of the LR test for the rank of Π and
tests of weak exogeneity (conditional on r = 1) in estimates of (1) with yt = (cljt , iMt )′,
j = T, B, R, k = 2, a restricted constant, three centered seasonal dummies, and
transitory impulse dummies to account for a few additive outliers in the credit loss rates
(reported in Appendix A). As can be seen from the table r = 0 is rejected, whereas
r ≤ 1 cannot be rejected, in all three models. Furthermore, weak exogeneity is always
rejected for the credit loss rates, but never rejected for the federal funds rate. This
suggests that the declining interest rates during the past decades have reduced credit
risks associated with the existing stock of loans in banks’ loan portfolios, consistent
with Altunbas et al. (2010). We also find that none of the other variables, including
the leverage and financial obligations ratios, satisfy both of these criteria.7

We next investigate whether a linear combination between the federal funds rate and
the credit loss rates continues to be cointegrating in the full sample, 1985Q1-2010Q2.
As the results in the right hand side of Table 1 show, cointegration between the variables
breaks down in this case. This break down is likely caused by a transitory but influential
shift in the process that govern short-run credit losses, consistent with the nonlinear
hypothesis in (2). We investigate this possibility using the linearity test of Choi and
Saikkonen (2004). Prior to the estimations, we remove the long-run (stochastic) trend
associated with the interest rate decline, st, from the credit loss rates, where the former

7These results are omitted for brevity, but are available upon request. We also tried per capita
GDP, the inflation rate, the unemployment rate, and the real exchange rate. None of these were found
to be both cointegrated and weakly exogenous with respect to the credit loss rates.
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Tests of linearity vs. regime shifts

1985Q1-2006Q2

c̃l
j

t \ τt ĩTt ĩSt pR
t lHT

t lHR
t lBT

t lBR
t fHT

t fHR
t fBT

t fBR
t

c̃l
T

t 0.244 0.170 0.918 0.828 0.719 0.535 0.419 0.963 0.406 0.780 0.570

c̃l
R

t 0.330 0.085 0.187 0.363 0.597 0.489 0.688 0.108 0.085 0.221 0.583

c̃l
B

t 0.559 0.582 0.249 0.370 0.408 0.072 0.256 0.132 0.929 0.141 0.420

1985Q1-2010Q2

c̃l
j

t \ τt ĩTt ĩSt pR
t lHT

t lHR
t lBT

t lBR
t fHT

t fHR
t fBT

t fBR
t

c̃l
T

t 0.819 0.021 0.034 0.016 0.013 0.011 0.012 0.181 0.041 0.411 0.037

c̃l
R

t 0.617 0.015 0.168 0.059 0.042 0.052 0.021 0.738 0.018 0.940 0.054

c̃l
B

t 0.784 0.338 0.068 0.048 0.049 0.006 0.029 0.058 0.151 0.021 0.064

Table 2: Tests of linearity against a STR alternative. Boldface values indicate rejection of the null
hypothesis at the 5% significance level.

is estimated by the Hodric-Prescott filtered federal funds rate.8 The filtered loss rates
are denoted by c̃l

j

t , for j = T, R, B and depicted in Figure 4.
We test the null hypothesis of linearity against the STR model alternative in (2)

and try different specifications for the determinants, xt, of short-run movements in
the credit loss rates, and the transition variable, τt. In particular, we use the interest
rate spread, ĩSt , and the output gap, ỹt,9 both individually and jointly, as explanatory
variable(s), and successively try each of ĩTt , ĩSt , pR

t , lijt , and f ij
t (i = H, B and j = T, R)

as transition variable. We find that output gap movements, ỹ, is neither significant in
the first nor in the second regime in the model for the loss rate on business loans, c̃l

B

t ,
and is, hence, excluded from xt in this equation. Both ỹt and ĩSt produced significant
results in the remaining models. Hence, we use xt = (̃iSt , ỹt)

′ in the models for the loss
rate on total loans and real estate loans, c̃l

T

t and c̃l
R

t , as well as xt = ĩSt in the model of
c̃l

B

t .
Given the indicated choices of xt, Table 2 reports the results of the linearity tests

corresponding to each potential transition variable. For the pre-crisis period, the results
in the upper part of the table show that the null hypothesis of linearity cannot be
rejected in any of the models. However, turning to the lower part of Table 2, we see

8This is statistically justified if the federal funds rate is strongly exogenous. Exclusion restrictions
on the ∆cljt terms in the equation for ∆iMt in (1) produced marginal significance levels of 0.26, 0.03
and 0.37 for j = T, R, B, respectively. Hence, in conjunction with results on weak exogeneity, these
results imply that the federal funds rate is strongly exogenous with respect to the credit loss rates
(or close to in the case of clRt ). We also checked robustness with respect to this estimate of st, by
estimating (2) with cljt on the left hand side and iMt added to the right hand side. This did not change
the results below to any significant degree.

9We also tried the deviations from Taylor’s rule, ĩTt , in xt, but this variable was not significant in
any of the estimated regimes, and hence excluded from the analysis.
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(a) Filtered Loss rate on total loans.
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(b) Filtered loss rate on business loans.
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(c) Filtered loss rate on real estate loans.

Figure 4: Indicators of financial distress with stochastic trend component removed.
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that the null hypothesis of linearity is rejected for several potential transition variables
in the full sample. For instance, in the model for the loss rate on real estate loans, c̃l

R

t ,
there seems to be significant non-linearities associated with the interest rate spread,
the household and business sector real estate debt to income ratios, and the household
sector’s real estate financial obligations ratio. In the model for the loss rate on business
loans, c̃l

B

t on the other hand, all debt to income ratios and the financial obligations
ratio in the business sector, are significant. The results of the model for the loss rate
on total loans, c̃l

T

t are, by and large, a combination of the results from the models of
c̃l

R

t and c̃l
B

t .
Summarizing, we find that the federal funds rate can be considered a leading indi-

cator of long-run movements in the credit loss rates. While regime shifts do not play
a very dominant role in the pre-crisis period, they are crucial for describing credit loss
dynamics in the full sample, and in particular during the recent financial crisis.

4.2 Leverage vs. financial obligations

Next we estimate (2) for each the three credit loss rates, c̃l
j

t , with xt as above, and
τt successively equal to one of the transition variable candidates that has a significant
entry in Table 2. When τt equals the interest rate spread, ĩSt , the real house price, pR

t , or
any of the leverage variables, lijt , we find that either the estimated threshold parameter,
κ2, lies outside the range of the relevant transition variable or that the statistical fit
of the model is poor, or both. More important, unit-roots cannot be rejected in the
residuals of these models, implying that the underlying assumptions of the STR-model
are not satisfied. Hence, these variables, and leverage in particular, cannot adequately
account for the large and persistent fluctuations in the credit loss rates associated with
the regime-shift dynamics.

In contrast, when any of the significant financial obligations ratios in Table 2 are
used, we get stationary residuals, a good statistical fit, and a threshold parameter
estimate which is in the range of the relevant transition variable. It can be seen from
the table that the financial obligations ratios related to household real estate debt and
total business debt, fHR

t and fBT
t , are the only statistically valid transition variables

in the models for the loss rate on real estate loans and business loans, c̃l
R

t and c̃l
B

t ,
respectively. We also find that the financial obligations ratios associated with real
estate debt in both the household and business sector, fHR

t and fBR
t , produce sensible

results in the model for the loss rate on total loans, c̃l
T

t . We choose the former financial
obligations ratio as it produces a somewhat better fit and higher likelihood than the
latter.

Based on these results we conclude that the leverage variables may not be able to
signal an impending crisis with any sufficient precision. Financial obligations ratios, on
the other hand, seem more relevant in this respect, as they can account for regime shift
dynamics in the credit loss rates associated with episodes of severe financial distress.
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STR estimates
Transition parameters Regime 1 Regime 2

c̃l
i

t τt κ1 κ2 γĩS γỹ γĩS γỹ

c̃l
T

t fHR
t 12.678

(5.630)
10.192

(0.056)
−0.063
(0.034)

0.002
(0.045)

−0.276
(0.094)

−0.224
(0.051)

c̃l
R

t fHR
t 3.609

(1.128)
10.079

(0.106)
−0.023
(0.041)

−0.051
(0.038)

−0.267
(0.099)

−0.243
(0.049)

c̃l
B

t fBT
t 2.318

(0.968)
10.44
(0.199)

−0.249
(0.085)

– −0.619
(0.119)

–

Table 3: Estimated transition parameters and regime coefficients from STR-models of the adjusted
credit loss rates. Boldface values indicate significance at the 5% level (standard errors in parenthesis).

4.3 Explaining credit losses

Table 3 reports the key parameter estimates of the STR-models. As can be seen from
the table, both the estimated coefficients measuring the speed of transition between
regimes, κ1, and the estimated thresholds, κ2, are positive, indicating that regime 2
dominates for values above κ2. Furthermore, the estimates of κ1 indicate that speeds of
transitions between regimes are rather fast in all cases. Each regime is characterized by
the parameters γĩS and γỹ, describing the effect of ĩSt and ỹt on c̃l

j

t in the relevant regime
(except in the equation for c̃l

B

t where only ĩSt enter the regimes). The parameters in
the first regime are generally negative but not significant, whereas in the second regime
both parameters become negative and significant. It is notable that the effect on credit
losses from a change in the output gap or the interest rate spread is much larger in
the second regime. Therefore, the financial system becomes much more exposed to
real economic fluctuations when the financial obligations ratios are above the estimated
threshold values. Thus, the second regime describes unstable periods where even small
negative shocks can lead to massive credit losses. In this sense, the threshold values,
κ2, can be viewed as estimates of the maximum sustainable debt burden (MSDB) with
respect to a given credit category. Our estimates suggest that both total debt and
real estate debt become unsustainable (i.e. susceptible to high loss rates) when the
financial obligation ratio associated with households real estate loans exceed 10.19%
and 10.08%, respectively. Similarly, business debt becomes unsustainable when the
financial obligations ratio associated with total business loans exceeds 10.44%.

The upper panel of Figure 5 depicts the loss rate on real estate loans, and the lower
panel depicts the financial obligations ratio related to household real estate debt along
with a line demarking the corresponding MSDB estimate. The periods during which
the second regime dominates are demarked by grey bars in the figure. As can be seen,
there are only two unstable periods in the sample. The first begins in 1989Q2, roughly
one year in advance of the recession in the early 1990’s, and ends at its peak. The
second begins in 2005Q1, over two years in advance of the recent crisis, and has not yet
ended by the last observation in our sample (2010Q2). Hence, armed with this MSDB
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Figure 5: Transitions in the loss rate on real estate loans. The upper panel depicts the loss rate
on real estate loans, whereas the lower panel depicts the financial obligations ratio associated with
household’s real estate debt and the corresponding MSDB estimate. Episodes when regime 2 dominate
are demarked by grey bars.
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Figure 6: Transitions in the loss rate on business loans. The upper panel depicts the loss rate on
business loans, whereas the lower panel depicts the financial obligations ratio associated with total
business sector debt and the corresponding MSDB estimate. Episodes when regime 2 dominate are
demarked by grey bars.

estimate it might have been possible to foresee the recent crisis a full two years before
its actual occurrence. In addition, the magnitude and duration by which the financial
obligations ratio exceed the MSDB line seem to explain both the severity and length of
the ensuing downturns. Indeed, this may explain why only the latter period developed
into what is known as a full-blown financial crisis.

Similarly, Figure 6 depicts the loss rate on business loans and the corresponding
financial obligations ratio. As can be seen form the figure, there are three unstable
periods in our sample, each beginning between 1-2 years prior to one of the three
known US recessions in the sample, and ending roughly at their peaks. Note also,
that prior to the 1990’s recession, the MSDB of business loans is exceeded in 1988Q2,
a full year earlier than the MSDB of households real estate loans. However, prior to
the recent crisis the relative timing is reversed, i.e. the household sector MSDB was
exceeded first.

5 Conclusions
When do aggregate debt accumulations become excessive, compromising both real and
financial stability? We estimate an upper limit for debt sustainability using a regime-
switching model which captures the idea that a negative feedback circle between credit
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losses and the business cycle can become momentous during episodes of excessive ag-
gregate debt. We find that private sector debt reached unsustainable levels 1-2 years
prior to each of the three US recessions in our sample, 1985Q1-2010Q2. This credit
cycle pattern is, however, not identical among households and businesses. For instance,
the household sector cycle is approximately twice as long as the corresponding business
sector cycle. Both household and business debt reached unsustainable levels prior to
the deep recessions in the early 1990’s and late 2000’s, whereas only business sector
debt became unsustainable prior to the relatively mild recession in the early 2000’s.
This result indicates that the distinction between excessive debt in the household and
business sectors may be important for understanding why some recessions become deep
and prolonged while others do not.

Our approach for identifying excessive debt requires a debt measure which controls
for factors that potentially alter the optimal debt level. To this end, we consider two
alternative measures: the debt to income ratio, which is a commonly used measure
of leverage, and the financial obligations ratio, which consists of interest payments
and amortizations divided by income. We find that only the latter is able to produce a
precise estimate of the maximum sustainable debt burden (MSDB). The reason seems to
be that it explicitly accounts for declining interest rates throughout the sample period.
Since the debt to income ratio does not control for this factor, it cannot adequately
discriminate between sustainable and excessive debt accumulations, which may lessen
its usefulness as an early warnings indicator. The financial obligations ratio offers a
promising alternative in this respect.

While our empirical approach seems promising in the sense of successfully spotting
buildups of excessive aggregate debt, several interesting avenues for future research re-
main to be explored. For instance, because different types of households are likely to
differ with respect the tightness of their financial constraints (Hall (2011)), decompos-
ing the financial obligations ratio according to such characteristics as age and income
may significantly improve our ability to detect excessive debt accumulations. It is also
conceivable that our framework can be extended to an analysis of public sector debt,
which could potentially be very valuable in light of the ongoing US and European
sovereign debt crisis. As a final remark, we note that the recurrent nature of excessive
debt accumulations suggests that the underlying credit market behavior is systematic,
which seems inconsistent with the basic assumptions of most theoretical models. As-
set price models that incorporate imperfect knowledge and heterogeneous expectations
(e.g., Frydman and Goldberg (2009) and Burnside et al. (2011)) are able to generate
pervasive boom and busts as a consequence of the market’s allocation of capital and,
hence, seem more promising in this respect.
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Appendix A
Detailed definitions of the variables used in the analysis are provided in Table 4.

Data and definitions
Variable: Definition:
cljt Net charge-off rate on loans, all insured US commercial banks. j = T (total loans),

R (real estate loans), and B (business loans). Source: FRS (Bank Assets & Liabilities)
lijt Debt to income ratio (in %). i = H (households’), B (Nonfarm nonfinancial

corporate business). j = T (total debt), R (real estate debt). Household income:
total wages and salaries. Business income: Value added in non farm business.
Sources: FRS (Flow of Funds Accounts) and BEA (National Economic Accounts).

f ij
t Financial obligations ratio. i and j are as above. For i = H the series are taken from

the FRS (Household Finance). For i = B the definition is lBj
t iMt /400 + lBj

t /12.
pR

t House price index (all transactions) divided by CPI index. Sources: FHFA and BLS.
iMt Effective federal fund rate (3-month average). Source: FRS (Interest Rates)
iGt Yield on 10-year Treasury securities. Source: FRS (Interest Rates)
πt Consumer price inflation (4-quarter moving average). Source: BLS
ut Unemployment rate (seasonally unadjusted). Source: BLS
qt Real effective exchange rate (CPI weighted). Source: OECD
ĩSt iMt − iGt
ĩTt Deviations from a standard Taylor’s rule, ĩTt = iMt − 3.5 − 1.5(πt − 2) − 0.5ỹt.
ỹt 100(ln(Yt/Y ∗

t ), where Yt is real output and Y ∗
t is potential output. Source: OECD.

yL
t GDP per capita. Source: BEA.

Sources: Federal Reserve System (FRS), Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),

OECD databases (OECD), Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA).

Table 4: Variable definitions and sources.

The underlying data are publicly available at the listed sources. To check robustness,
we considered several alternative measures. For instance, we used the household debt
service ratio (FRS) instead of fHT , the Case-Shiller home price index (available from
1987Q1 onward) instead of pR

t , deviations between real and Hodric-Prescott filtered
GDP and the unemployment gap (congressional budget office definition) instead of ỹt,
and the difference between corporate BAA and AAA bonds instead of ĩSt . This did not
produce significant changes to the results.

A few transitory impulse dummies were used in connection with the VAR estimates
in Section 4.1. These dummies (labeled DY Y Q) take the value 1 at date Y Y Q and -1 at
the consecutive date, where Y Y and Q refer to the year and quarter digits, respectively.
The model for yt = (clTt , iMt )′ includes D894, the model for yt = (clRt , iMt )′ includes
D904, D914 and D923, and the model for yt = (clRt , iMt )′ includes D894 and D014.
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